
The City School, PAF Chapter         Junior III 

English CRP-1 

Q1: Do as directed: 

a) A tree which provides (shade) is __________ (from adjective) 

b) These shoes were ________ by Sam (wear). (change the tense) 

c) Susan found her bag in the garage ____________ was lost few days ago.( who, which). 

d) The man shouted I am waiting for the bus since an hour (punctuate) 

e) The girl whispered in my ear. (underline speech verb) 

f) Lapwings _______________ their eggs in a shallow hole in the ground. (laid) ( change in present 

tense) 

g) Great ______________ (write a homophone) 

h) Do let me know when ___________ done with your work (contraction) 

i) The singer sang _____________ (adverb) 

j) Tender _______________ (opposite) 

k) I shall be cross ________________you tell me the truth (conjunction) 

l) The rider was __________ by his horse. (past participle) 

Q2: underline the adjective; 

a) Our simple but cleaner plan was to hide in the wooden barn. 

b) The young boy rode down the dusty road on his red bicycle. 

c) For my birthday I had a delicious cake and a brilliant party. 

d) The little rabbit loved its cozy new home. 

e) The train was fast and comfortable. 

Q3: Choose the correct adjectives to complete the paragraph. 

touching – generous – small – kind – soft 

old -  cold – feathery – shivering -  out stretched 

He was an _______________ man and he lived in the ____________ house next to ours. He was very 

__________ to the birds during the ___________ months of winter. Each morning he used to feed them 

_______ morsels of heard. The __________ birds used to perch on his arm and eat the crumbs of bread. It 

was a very __________ sight to see this _____________ man with his ______________ friends around 

him. 

Q4: Match the following words with opposites: 

coward   tight 

few    hero 

float    seldom 

forget    sink 

loose    alive 

narrow   many 

often    remember 

dead    wide, broad    

Q5: Write a letter to your friend telling him/her about your exam preparation. 
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English CRP-1 

Q1: Do as directed: 

m) A tree which provides (shade) is __________ (from adjective) 

n) These shoes were ________ by Sam (wear). (change the tense) 

o) Susan found her bag in the garage ____________ was lost few days ago.( who, which). 

p) The man shouted I am waiting for the bus since an hour (punctuate) 

q) The girl whispered in my ear. (underline speech verb) 

r) Lapwings _______________ their eggs in a shallow hole in the ground. (laid) ( change in present 

tense) 

s) Great ______________ (write a homophone) 

t) Do let me know when ___________ done with your work (contraction) 

u) The singer sang _____________ (adverb) 

v) Tender _______________ (opposite) 

w) I shall be cross ________________you tell me the truth (conjunction) 

x) The rider was __________ by his horse. (past participle) 

Q2: underline the adjective; 

f) Our simple but cleaner plan was to hide in the wooden barn. 

g) The young boy rode down the dusty road on his red bicycle. 

h) For my birthday I had a delicious cake and a brilliant party. 

i) The little rabbit loved its cozy new home. 

j) The train was fast and comfortable. 

Q3: Choose the correct adjectives to complete the paragraph. 

touching – generous – small – kind – soft 

old -  cold – feathery – shivering -  out stretched 

He was an _______________ man and he lived in the ____________ house next to ours. He was very 

__________ to the birds during the ___________ months of winter. Each morning he used to feed them 

_______ morsels of heard. The __________ birds used to perch on his arm and eat the crumbs of bread. It 

was a very __________ sight to see this _____________ man with his ______________ friends around 

him. 

Q4: Match the following words with opposites: 

coward   tight 

few    hero 

float    seldom 

forget    sink 

loose    alive 

narrow   many 

often    remember 

dead    wide, broad    

Q5: Write a letter to your friend telling him/her about your exam preparation. 


